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Abstract 
The paper deals with the possibility to use two-graphs to compile a conductivity matrix describing a circuit with 
switched currents in two-phase switching. It demonstrates the compilation of a matrix both by using a real graph and 
by using a graph expressed in the form of a table. The described method appears somewhat less toilsome than the 
method of compiling by modelling current memory cell. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
Using two-graphs for compiling a matrix describing a circuit with switched capacitors is very well 
known [1]. However, the two-graph method can also be used to compile a matrix of a circuit with 
switched currents. At that, the matrix itself can also be compiled on the basis of a table [1] or by finding 
common skeletons in voltage and current graphs.  
The procedure of compiling a conductivity matrix of a switched currents circuit by both the methods 
will be demonstrated on the example of a circuit with the schematic diagram shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram from the example 
Here, individual switching phases are indicated as the even one and the odd one, not the first and the 
second, not to be mistaken for the node indices. 
2. Compiling the Matrix by Means of Two-graphs 
When describing a circuit with switched currents for two-phase switching we start from a matrix 
equation for conductivity in the form (1), drawn using the Kirchhoff’s law for currents.  
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The submatrices lying off the main diagonal are multiplied by 2
1−
z  with a positive sign because in 
switched currents circuits, as opposed to switched capacitors circuits, we do not describe the charge 
change which causes the negative sign of 2
1−
z  brought about by the voltage change EE VV − . Individual 
elements of the submatrices of the conductibility matrix are obtained from partial diagrams drawn 
separately for the even switching phase and the odd one. These partial diagrams are in Fig.2. Since these 
are switching currents circuits, only current transfers of these circuits are important and the voltage of 
their inner nodes are not significant, which is characteristic for these circuits [2]. No current flows to the 
gate of field effect transistors, i.e. 0=Gi . Therefore it is not necessary to include these nodes when 
compiling the matrix from which the current transfer will be calculated and consequently these nodes do 
not have to be numbered (nodes 2 and 3 from Fig.1). 
In the next step, a directed graph of voltages and currents (Fig. 3) is plotted for each phase. 
The directed graph of lossless field effect transistor with zero output conductivity expresses the 
equation (2) as it is a voltage-to-current transducter (VCT). 
GSD VyI .21=
  (2) 
In matrix transcription, the equation has a simple form of a dot matrix (3). 
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Fig. 2. Diagrams of circuits for even and odd phases 
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Fig. 3. Two-graphs for even and odd phases 
From the matrix (3) it implies that the parameter 21y  of the transistor appears as the branch leading 
from the node of the drain to the node of the source in the current graph and the branch going from the 
gate node to the source node of the voltage graph.  
In the resulting conductivity submatrix for individual partial switching phases, only those circuit 
elements will then appear whose directed branches occur simultaneously in both voltage and current 
graphs for a corresponding switching phase, namely in positions determined by the nodes which these 
branches are between. The number of the node of the I-graph gives the position of the row and the 
number of the node of the V-graph the position of the column in which the given element appears in the 
matrix.  
Based on the Fig. 3, each conductivity submatrix will thus have two rows and two columns. The 
resulting total conductivity matrix will then be compiled according to (1) of four submatrices by finding 
common skeletons in the I-graph and in the V-graph; their form is in Fig.4. For instance, in the OE 
switching phase the branch with the transfer .)3(21y  occurs in the nodes 1E of the V-graph and 2O of the I-
graph. In the matrix, .)3(21y  therefore occurs in the row 2 and column 1E. 
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Fig. 4. Resulting conductivity matrix 
A real field effect transistor has a graph expressing the equation (4) 
DSGSD VyVyI .. 2221 +=
  (4) 
Which, in the form of a matrix, will be 
[ ]2221:
::
yyI
VV
D
DSGS
  (5) 
So the parameter 21y  of the transistor appears as the branch going from the drain node to the source 
node in the current graph and the branch leading from the gate node to the source node in the voltage 
graph and the parameter 22y  appears as the branch going from the drain node to the source node both in 
current and voltage graphs. The I-graphs and V-graphs of an ideal lossless field effect transistor and a real 
field effect transistor are in Table 1. 
For the case of such a loss switching current integrator, the voltage and current directed graph has the 
form shown in Fig. 5 for each switching phase. 
The resulting conductivity of the matrix obtained from common skeletons of the I-graph and the V-
graph is then shown in Fig.6. 
Table 1. Two Graphs of Field Effect Transistors 
Element I-graph V-graph Matrix 
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Fig. 5. Two-graphs for even and odd phases 
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Fig. 6. Resulting conductivity matrix 
3. Compiling the Matrix by Means of a Table 
The graphic expression from Fig.3 can be described beside the directed graph also by a table, which is, 
for the case of a lossless integrator, the Table 2 and which can be obtained in the following way: 
Individual elements of submatrices are again obtained from the partial diagrams for even and odd 
switching phases. These partial diagrams are in Fig.2. Now for each phase we compile a table describing 
in fact the graph of voltage on individual elements and a table describing the graph of currents in 
individual elements in a given phase. In the head of the table there are the parameters of circuit elements 
and in the table itself the indexes of the nodes from and to which a corresponding branch with this 
parameter leads. 
Table 2. Table for ideal FET 
EVEN PHASE 
.)1(
21y
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21y
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21y
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21y
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21y
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21y
I-graph : from: 1 1 2 V-graph : from:  1 1 
to: 0 0 0 to:  0 0 
ODD PHASE 
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I-graph : from: 1 1 2 V-graph : from: 1   
to: 0 0 0 to: 0   
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In the resulting submatrices, only those elements occur which have non-zero coordinates both in the 
voltage and current tables because e.g. the dot matrix (6) means that the branch of the i-th parameter goes 
in the I-graph from the node 2 to the node 0 and in the V-graph from the node 1to the node 0. 
)(
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  (6) 
Consequently the matrix corresponding to the Table 2 is in Fig.4. 
For the case of a loss integrator with switched currents, the Table III then expresses the description of 
the graph from Fig.5 for each switching phase. The matrix corresponding to the Table 3 is then in Fig.4. 
Table 3. Table for real FET 
EVEN PHASE 
Element .)1(
21y
.)2(
21y
.)3(
21y
.)1(
22y
.)2(
22y
.)3(
22y
I-graph : from: 1 1 2 1 1 2 
to: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
V-graph : from  1 1 1 1 2 
to:  0 0 0 0 0 
ODD PHASE 
Element .)1(
21y
.)2(
21y
.)3(
21y
.)1(
22y
.)2(
22y
.)3(
22y
I-graph : from: 1 1 2 1 1 2 
to: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
V-graph : from 1   1 1 2 
to: 0   0 0 0 
4. Conclusion 
It is obvious that the two-graph method can be also used to compile a conductivity matrix of a switched 
currents circuit. The mentioned matrices are correspondent with those obtained by means of the method 
of modelling a current memory cell by the block 
)(ijT described in [2]. Here, each cell is first assigned its 
linearized model which is represented by the block 
)(ijT  and described by an equation of the general form 
YBXA VyI ,21, .= . In the next step, a memory cell matrix is compiled from these equations and from these 
individual matrices then submatrices for a given switching phase by the method of coordinate 
transformation. Next compiling the resulting conductivity matrix follows and it is consequently reduced 
by the influence of switches. Finally rows and columns with zero elements are deleted from it. 
The above described method of compiling a conductivity matrix of a switched current circuit, whether 
by a graph or by a table description, seems to be better arranged and somewhat less toilsome. 
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